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1. Introduct ion

Recently there has been much interest in the study of topological Chern-Simons-WHten

(CSW)[l-9) theories because of their relevance to knot theory and link polynomials [10],

conformal field theory [11,12, 13] and quantum groups [14, 15]. It has been shown in [1,21

that in a three-dimensional gauge theory with a pure Chern-Simons action, the normalized

expectation values of Wilson loops are the polynomial invariants for the corresponding

knots. These polynomial invariants are readily computable by using the IRF (interaction

round a face J16J) rules* derived in |2, 3] for CSW theory. These rules give a complete

solution to the toplogicai CSW theory, leaving only the computation of the tetrahedra in

question. In the classical limit these tetrahedra are just the 6-j symbols of the group theory.

This is also true in the quantum case. The expectation value of the tetrahedron is just

the 6-j symbol (up to some elementary factors, see below) for the corresponding quantum

group [2]. Nevertheless the existence of these tetrahedra is independent of quantum groups.

There should be a way to compute them just from CSW theory. In fact the computation

of some tetrahedra was done in [3] by using some skein relations in 5f r i(2) CSW Iheorv.

These tetrahedra were used to determine the structure constants of an algebra which was

defined purely from CSW theory [3]. This algebra turns out to be exactly the quantum

universal enveloping algebra of 5f/(2) (after a certain process of 'localization' (inverting

a certain element of the center of the algebra), see [3|). In this way one gives a partial

explanation of the existence of SU,(2) quantum group: 5t/ ,(2) quantum group (or at

least its algebra) must exist because three dimensional Chern-Simons theory exists. It

is surely an interesting problem to extend this derivation (of quantum groups from CSW

* We would like to call them the Feynman rules for CSW theory.
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theory) to other groups. As indicated in [3], the method used to compute the tetrahedra by

using skein relations would be very difficult (if not impossible) to extend to otlier group*.

Therefore one should find other ways to calculate these tetrahedra. In this paper we would

like to show that for some simple fusion rule algebras the tetrahedra can be explicitly

computed. For SU(2) CSW theory we compute explicitly the tetrahedra in which one of

the representations is a spin 1/2 representation [17]. We show that the other tetrahedra can

be calculated inductively by fusing with fundamental (spin 1/2) representation. This fusing

procedure of calculating the values of tetrahedra would like to also be extended to other

groups. In some sense the computation of tetrahedra stems to lie identical with solving

the hexagon and pentagon equations in rational conform*! field theory (RCFT). In fart

oue would like to associate a (finite) topological field theory (FTFT) for every RCFT. This

correspondence between RCPT and FTFT was proposed purely from the computational

point of view [17]. If we have a RCFT one can give a set of rules to do computations

in FTFT. These rule* are identical with the Feyninan rules for CSW theory which were

derived in |2,3| (see also below). Here the relevant observables are linked colored graphs.

We will show in section 4 that this correspondence can be used to derive the pentagon and

hexagon equations in RCFT directly from some skein relations (see below) in FTFT [17|.

By generalizing the operation of surgery on links in FTFT we derive an explicit expression

for the modular transformation matrix S(k) of the one point conforms) blocks on a torus

in RCFT. In the framework of FTFT we also derive the equations satisfied by S{k), in

agreement with those obtained in RCFT. This paper is organized as follows:

In section 2 after reviewing the Feynman rules, we show in some simple examples how

these rules can be used to derive some known results. In particular we present a proof <>f

the Verlinde conjecture [12).
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In section 3 we compute the values of some tetrahedra in SUi,(2) CSW theory. We first

derive a skein relation following [1]. From this skein relation and another (skein) relation

derived in |3], we get two equations satisfied by the tetrahedra. These two equations can

easily be solved. The results obtained are shown to be in agreement with those of quantum

groups. We show that other tetrahedra can be computed inductively by fusing with the

fundamental representation. In particular we reproduce Witten's results derived in [3|

for tetrahedra with adjoint representation by using some skein relations in SUi,{2) C'SW

theory.

In section A we study the connection between RCFT and FTFT. We propose that for

any RCFT one can construct a FTFT. We derive the pentagon and hexagon equations in

RCFT directly from some skein relations in FTFT. This derivation is different from tin-

previous derivation [13]. By generalizing the operation of surgery on links in FTFT « '

derive also in this section an explicit expression for the modular transformation matrix

S[k) of the one point conformal blocks on a torus in RCFT. The equations satisfied by

S(k) are also derived, in agreement with those required in RCFT.

In the last section, section 5, we discuss the implication of our results on tlie Kmeral

programme of classifying RCFT. We derive the general solutions (of pentagon and hexagon

equations) for abelian groups in the framework of FTFT. These results arc in agreement

with those obtained in [ 13]. Some concluding remarks then follow.



2. Review of Fey rim an Rule* and Some Example*

In this section we review briefly the 1RF or Feynman rules for the computation of

an arbitrary knotted graph L. By using these Feynman rules we show in some simple

examples how these rules can be applied to derive some known results. At the end of this

section we give also a proof of the Verlinde conjecture [12],

The procedure for the computation of an arbitrary knotted graph L (in S3) is as follows

[2,3|. By regarding S' as R* plus a point at infinity, one picks a generic projection of /?* to

the plane /?*, and choosing & generic 'time' coordinate on /?*, one then 'colors' the plane

by assigning to each region of the plane a label taken from the finite set Q of integrable

representations. In the region at infinity one places the label '0' (the vacuum or trivial

representation). For every three representations a, a', a" in Q we also introduce a finite

set ro,a ',a" - a basis of space of couplings between three representatios a, a' and a". In

the IRF graph, a line segment in the R representation, separating two regions of the plane

labelled a and a', must be labelled by the choice of an element * € Ta.fl.n'- In the rase of

G — SU{2), things simplify a lot, since the sets 7*a,ai,a» all have zero or one element, and

the choice of f. reduces to the requirement that a, R and a' must be such that Tain<ai is

not empty*.

The expectation value of L is then computed by summing over such colorings, with

* In what follows we assume that ail the representations are self conjugate and that the

coupling between three representations is unique or vanishing. Nevertheless 1 lie discussions

can easily be extended to other cases by attaching an arrow to every line and assigning an

index to every tri-vertex to distinguish a representation from its complex conjugate and

to label the different couplings between three representations.
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each coloring weighted by a product of local factors that are associated with points called

'critical points' in J2,3). These local factors are given as follows

o,™ 5,,m. 5,,ai S^T

~ I ' -•̂ —'•— ' ' I x a,

m

m

_ f £££.£*£ I / JQ.fl JQ.tt SfiJ,

•S'o.o -So.o 5 o , o / | d f t \

' O , , StJt 5 O , O V \d f e j '

(2.U)

(2.16)

(2.1c)

t2U)

where in eqs.(2.1d) and (2.1e) we have used the identification of the tetrahedron in terms

of the 6-j symbol [2, 18]

(2.2)



This identification was motivated by the explicit relation between braiding matrix elements

and the expectation values of the tetrahedra given in [2] (eq.(3.6) in this reference) nn<l

the explicit expression of the braiding matrix in terms of the 6-j symbols given in [18|

(eq.(4.4) there). Nevertheless one cannot get the above identification by simply combining

the results of these papers. Probably their normalization may be different. From the

symmetry properties of the tetrahedron, one can easily show that the 6-j symbol has the

usual symmetry properties, namely, it is invariant under any permutation of columns and

also under interchanges of upper and lower arguments in each of any two of its columns.

These properties will be used throughout this paper without further explanations.

It is not difficult to see that eq.(2.1e) can be derived by a combination of eq.(2.1d)

and eq.(2.1c), as shown in Fig.l. Other vertices, like the ones shown in Fig.2, can also be

explicitly computed, yielding the rules given in |3|,

The rules for twisting as shown in Fig.3 should also be added. These rules were derived

in (1, 2] by using conforms] field theory.

Equipped with all these rules, we would like to show in some simple examples how

these rules can be used to derive some known result*. First the (normalized) expectation

value of a single Wilson loop in representation a can be computed as follows

(2.3)

by using eq.(2.1c). Second the computation of the simplest graph involing tri-vcrtires Riven

ILJ0,0 *J0,0 "^0,0
(2.5)

Third let us compute the normalized expectation value of two linked Wilson loops. As

shown in Fig.4 we first color the graph. By using the Feynman rules we get

Notice that from Fig.3 we have*

(2.6)

_ e iri(A,+)>,-»,) ( $>•• So.j $o,p \

V ^0,0 '̂ 0,0 Sofi /

by using eq.(2.5). Substituting eq.(2.7) into eq.{2.6) we have

(2.7|

(2.8)

where jV?. is the number of possible three couplings between the three representation i,

j and p. Notice that the normalized expectaion value of two linked Wilson loops is just

* The possible values of p are restricted by fusion rules.
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Si,j/Sa,a [11, where (S;,j) is the modular transformation matrix (of characters). By usiim

this fact we have then

*!H =:\%*"l*+ k »-M^£jvr. . (2.9)

This is a known result in RCFT [18]. For SUk{2) CSW theory one can explicitly check

this result by using the known expressions for h< and 5<j:

= s i n

(2.10)
/ S l n

5».o k + 2 ' "fc + 2

To conclude this section we would like to present a proof of the Verlinde conjecture

[12, 1, 13, 18, 19|. From the Feynman rules one can easily prove the relation shown in

Fig.5. This relation is a special case of a relation called the generalized connected sum

formula derived in jl, 2, 3j. To prove this relation, one just computes the expectation

values of the various graphs appearing in Fig,5 and compares the results obtained. We

also need another (skein) relation which was derived in [3] and is shown in Fig.6. The

Verlinde conjecture states thet the modular transformation matix (St,j) diagonnlizes the

fusion rules. This is equivalent to the relation

(2.11)

We will prove this relation by computing a graph shown in Fig.7 in different ways. One

way of computing this graph is by using the relation shown in Fig.5 and rq.(2.9). Wr have

(2.12)

Another way of computing this graph is first by using the skein relation shown in Fig.6.

The computaion is sketched in Fig.8 In (b) we make some trivial moves of I he Wilson lines.

In (c) we use the relation shown in Fig.5. Then by using eq.(2.5) we get

v

Combining eq.(2.12) with eq.(2.13) we obtained equation (2.11).

(2.13)
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3. Calculation of the 6-> Symbol in SUt[2) CSW Theory

In this section we mil compute the normalized expectation value of the tetrahedron

in SUk(2) CSW theory in the a special case in which one representation is

a spin 1/2 representation (the fundamental representation). Then we show that the com-

putation of other tetrahedra can also be done inductively by fusing with the fundamental

representation. In fact this fusing procedure of calculating tetrahedra can also l>e extruder!

to other groups. We will discuss this point at the? end of this section.

The fusion of a spin 1/2 representation with an arbitrary spin a representation is very

simple (assuming k > 2a)

1/2® a = (a+ 1/2) © ( a - 1 / 2 ) . (3-1)

From this fusion rule one should be able to get the skein relation shown in Fig.9. The coef-

ficients Q, )3 and 7 appearing in Fig.9 can be computed by using the following characteristic

e q u a t i o n for t h e 2 x 2 bra id ing m a t r i x B [1]

B* +(2detB-{liB)2)B2 = 0 . (3.2)

For the representations we are considering the eigenvalues of B are

(3.3)

where ht is the conform&l dimension for the corresponding couforma] field: h

+ 2). By using these formulas we get the following results for o, f3 and 7

7 = 1.
(3.4)
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By using these results one can easily check that this skein relation (Fig.9) gives the correct

result for the expectation value of two linked Wilson loops (one is in 1/2 representation)

as shown in Fig.10. We have

_ 9"l/2-l/I

£,, *
(3.5)

as it should be.

By using the Feynman rules, eqs.(2.1a)-(2.1e), one can get two equations from Fig.U

and Fig.9. Let us first color the various regions of the plane in Fig.6 as shown in Fig.11.

Then we compute the two graphs in Fig.ll as follows

k

(3.6)

h '

( n J' k I f a j I \ „ i n

By using these results we get

(3-7)
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Similarly one gets another equation from Fig.9. We have, for example

(3.8)

and the equations obtained from Fig.9 is then

-1/2 - !

' "̂0,0

(3.9)

*. 2 ' " ) \ 2 >

Because of the fusion rule given by eq.(3.1), one can easily solve eqs.(3.7) and (3.9) to

find the 6-j symbols. We get

\ \ . 1 . If

l\[-a + j + h\
(2>||2> + l][2fc|[2fc + 1] '

(3.10)

5... »-J-*-i _<,>-*+! ~o-i

where we have used the notation jn] = ^ij-i_^-_t/ii and eq.(2.10). These results are in

agreement with those obtained from quantum group theory, see for example [20, 21].

The above results can be used to calculate other tetrahedra inductively by using the

fusing relation shown in Fig.12. Let us write down this relation explicitly in terms of the

13

6-j symbols. We have

k

\l b d j \ d b c]

( 3 1 1 )

and

y 1 = E
.1,

i / S
* 3

So.o

1 i

Y 5 o° I * < « i I ' « «J U f * /
.( t 5o> ^o, . \ ' / 2 / 5o.c V ^ / -»o.. V , S,,» \ ' / 4

\ So,O So.O / V ^K.tt / V Sv,t •i'O.O •"'0.0 /

(3.12)

By using these result we get

\ t b d j \ d b C j - ^ S V , O \ S e a ) \ l 8 a j \ l e

This is exactly the pentagon equation in RCFT [13, IT]. As one can see from eq.(3.13)

we can use it to calculate the 6-j symbol inductively, that is, knowing the 6-j symbol fur

lower spin representations one can calculate the 6-j symbols for higher spin representations

using the following fusion rule (assuming k is large enough)

(3.14)

14
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f 1 a b]
{ >, which is
[c d t\

In this way one can easily calculate, for example, the 6-j symbol <! >, which is the

special case in which one of the representation is the adjoint (spin 1) representation. We

have (from eq.(3.13))

=: b

c a+ 1

By using eq.(3.10) one gets

f l a a + 1 1 /[a + b + c + 2[[o + b - e + 1
\c b b \ ~ \ [2a + lj[2a + 2|[2a 3l[26||24+l]|26+2]

(3.15)

(3.10)

This result is in agreement with that obtained from quantum group theory, sre for example

[20, 21]. Setting 6 = 1 and appropriately adjusting c, one arrives at the following results

I1' ' M
(a a a + l ) \

' ' ' }-*(
[ i i a - l j V

[3][4][2a + l||2a

[3|(41[2.H2<> + 1|
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1/2

(3-17)

Then we have (using eq.(2.2))

= ±

So.»

V . / [2|[2a[[2a +
\ \ \

a a a+\+\)

5,,, So.. \\A\\2a + 1][2« + 2]
3[ \ 1

+ 2] )
(3.18)

a a a-\

_ - ? , , ! • ? , , . / [ 2 | [ 2a - l ) [2a+ 2] \ 1 / 2

So.oVoV |4|[2a|[2«+ll i '

which were also obtained in [3] by using skein relations in SCi(2) CSW theory.

It is not difficult to extend the above reasoning to other groups. Assuming that k is

Urge we know that the fusion rule is the same as the rule for tensor products in group

theory. Then one can obtain every (integrable) representation from iterating tensor prod-

ucts of the fundamental ones. An arbitrary 6-j symbol can be calculated inductively by

using eq.(3.13), knowing the 6-j symbols in which one representation is the fundamental

representation. It would be nice to have a genera] method calculating the C-j symbols

with a fundamental representation. In this way one solves the problem of calculating the

tetrahedra in CSW theory with an arbitrary gauge group.



4. Polynomial Equations in Topological Field Theory

As shown in (1] there is a close connection between topological CSW theory and ration ft I

conformaJ field theory. In RCFT one often studies the conform&l blocks which are the

building blocks for the (physical) correlation (unctions. The spaces of conformal blocks

in RCFT are finite dimensional vector spaces, which can be identified as the physical

Hilbert spaces obtained by quantization in a 2 + 1 dimensional topological field theory,

at least for the current algebra case [lj. In this way one establishes a close connection

between RCFT and topological field theory. Nevertheless this connection can be extended

further. We propose that for every RCFT one can construct a (finite) topological field

theory. If we have a RCFT one can give a set of rules to do computations in FTFT. hi

FTFT the relevant observables are linked colored graphs. The rules for calculating the

expectation value of an arbitrary graph are identical with the Feynman rules for CSW

theories [2, 3j (see also section 2). In this section we will show that this correspondence

between FTFT and RCFT can be used to derive the pentagon and hexagon equations in

RCFT directly from some skein relations (see below) in FTFT. Already in section 3 we

have given a derivation of the pentagon equation from the fusing relation shown in Fig.12.

By generalising the operation of surgery on links in FTFT [1] we also derive an explicit

expression for the modular transformation matrix £(£) of the one point couformal blocks

on a torus in RCFT. In the framework of FTFT we also derive two equations satisfied by

S{k), in agreement with those required in RCFT.

To begin with let us explain how skein relations appear in FTFT. From the general

discussion in [1| we know that the vector space obtained by path integration over a 3-

manifold with boundary and Wilson lines piercing the boundary is finite dimensional. The
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boundary is a two dimensional (Riemann) surface. A very important property of a finite

n-diuiensinal vector space is that any n + 1 vectors in this vector spur* mini l>e linearly

dependent. We call all these relations skein relations. Let us start with the simplest case:

the Rif maun sphere S2 with four static charges. Here S 3 is the boundary of a 3-manifolcl,

for example, the three ball B: dB = 5*.

The dimension of the Hilbert space Hm,i,c,4 of S2 with four static charges in the rep-

resentations a, b, c and d is the number of different ^-channel (or /-channel) couplings [I,

12], Let tis denote this number by n. Because Ha.i>,t,j is an n dimensina) space, any n + 1

vectors in this vector space must be linearly dependent. IF we choose ?i vectors front (all)

the 3-rhantiel couplings and another vector from the (-channel couplings, we will get a

skein relation as follows

(4.1)

The coefficients 0p's appearing in eq.(4.1) can be computed in terms of tetrnhedrn (or 6-j

symbols). In order to compute them we apply eq.(4-l) to a specinl cnar ns shown in Fie.11.

We get

\ . (4.2)
a p)

By using similar arguments we can also have the following skein relation

= x •
The coefficients (7''s can be computed as shown in Fig.14. We have

C> _ -."•iCi.+Ji, -*,) /-^o.o •?».» So* \
" \ SB.i 5OlJ 5 , , , / '

18
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In the following we show explicitly that from the skein relations, eqs.(4.1) and (4.3) one

can directly get the hexgon and pentagon equations in RCFT. By using the FeyiiniAn nilr*

one can compute / \ and I appearing in eq.(*t) in terms of the tetrahedra

or 6-j symbols. The results are

' - i-1

(4.5)

1/4

T
c

-/* h p\fc d p\
x / SQJ Stj .?o.p \ /Sp.a Sp.t Sp,c Sq.d \

\ Sa.t -So.0 Su.a / \ SQ# •?«,« 5D,O S'O.O /

(4.6)

{ d a q) ( b c q )

i k 1 j\k i jj

[ ^0,J *J0,/ 'JO,̂  \ I "0,a ^0,6 ^0,c ^0,J \

By substituting these results into eq.(4.1) we get

V ^Lc/* C ' U ° * P\j C d P\
f S ' ' \ d a p j \ j i t f \ l j k f

(d a , 1 (b c , 1

~ \ i k I \ [ k i j } '

This is exactly the pentagon equation in RCFT [13] (written in terms of the 6-> symbols,

of course), see also eq.(3.13). Similarly from eq.(4.3) one obtains the hexagon equations in

19

(4.7)

RCFT [13]

b d a

i d a

) * c

d b e
(4.8)

where the "+" and "—" signs correspond to the case of under crossing and over crossing

in eq.(4.3) respectively.

Having obtained the pentagon and hexgon equations from FTFT we would like to ask

whether other equations in RCFT can also be derived or interpreted in the framework of

FTFT. In fact by generalizing the operation of surgery on links in FTFT, one can derive an

explicit expression for the modular transformation matrix 5(Jb) of the one point conform*!

blocks on a torus in RCFT. Up to now, our arguments liave been concentrated on FTFT's

defined on S'. The Fenyman rules, eqs.(2.1a)-{2.1e) (supplemented by the twisting reU-

tions shown in Fig.3) are complete for this particular case. Nevertheless computations on

an arbitrary three manifold can also be done by using the operation of "surgery on links"

as shown explicitly in |l]. However this surgery operation can be generalized. We will

consider the surgery on a single Wilson loop with a tri-vertex attached as shown in Fig.15.

A solid torus cut from the original manifold has a marked point with a static charge in the

Rk representation. From the general discussions in [1] we know that the physical Hilbert

space /f"E;JU ,P, in the case when E is a torus and there is only one marked point P with

a static charge in the Rt, representation, is the same as the space of one point conformal

blocks on a torus. A basis, denoted by 4\(k), of this space is shown in Fig.16 [13, 22].

In conformal field theory, this is the space ©iV),',, obtained by sewing the chiral vertex

operators [13). A modular transformation K of E is represented by an explicit matrix K,j,

20



defined by the formula

(4.9)

When A' ia the modular transformation 5 of £, this definition gives the same linear trans-

formation S(k): ©iV '̂j — ©iV),1;, as defined in |13|. For A* = T we have

Kij = Tij(k) = t^^-MSij, (4.10)

where c is the central charge of RCFT [1, 23)- In what follows we will compute S(k) in

the framework of FTFT and derive the equations they should satisfy.

The key point in the omputation of S(k) is to view eq.(4.9) as a 'skein' relation between

state vectors obtained by path integration on different three dimensional manifolds. We

show this explicitly in Fig.17 for A" = S. The idea for computing S(&) is to use this skein

relation in some special cases. By contracting VyCO with eq.{4.9) for A" = Swe get

j

One can easily see that the pairings U'y(i), 5</',(fc)) and (VyfOi^jC-1)) are the expectation

values of two graphs in S1 and S2 x Sl as shown in Fig.18 and Fig.19 respectively. We

have

' k

(4.12)
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by using eq.(4.3), the relation shown in Fig.5 and eq.(2.5). For k = 0, this equation

reduces to eq.{2.8) for the expectation value of two linked Wilson loops. The romputalirm

of (4>y{k),4'j(k)) is also easy. The computation is sketched in Fig.20. In (a), two parallel

lines are transformed to a summation over all the f-channel couplings by using the skein

relation shown in Fig.6. In (b), we use the fact dimffl^i fi(iP) = Aj.o [1], So only one term

contributes to the summation over the (-channel couplings. The result of this calculation

(4.13)

Substituting eqs.(4.12) and {4.13) into eq.{4.11), we get

) j p
(4.14)

These results were also obtained in [13, 22], using the methods of RCFT.

From the skein relation, eq.(4.11), one can also easily derive the following equations

satisfied by S(k) and T(k) in RCFT

(4.11)

(4.16)S(k)T(k)S{k) = T-lS(k)T~l.

These equations are just the consequences of modular transformation properties S1 = I

and [ST)1 = 1 applied to the operation of surgery. For example the first equation nl>ove

can be obtained from eq.(4.11) by contracting with Si/y(i-)

<4.17)
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We have

($*.y(Jb),̂ {fc))= P W j V

• • • • - , G O •

(4.18)

by using the twisting relations shown in Fig.3 (see Fig.21 for details). Substituting eq.(4.1S)

into eq.(4.1T) and using eq.(4.13), we get

^Ts^it^/CO = <"'** V - (4.19)
!

This is exactly eq.(4.15). The other equation, eo,.(4.16), is a little bit difficult to visualize.

Nevertheless one can argue that it must be satisfied. As dinVomorphisin on a torus we

have

(ST)' = S*. (4.20)

This readily gives eq.(4.16) when applied to the operation of surgery.
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5. Perspectives and Conclusions

The correspondence between FTFT and RCFT can be used in some other ways. In

fact one can use the Feynman rules of FTFT to calculate the tetraheilra just as we havr

done for the SUk{2) CSW theory. In some sense this computation is identical with solving

the hexagon and pentagon polynominal equations of RCFT. As was showed in [13] there is

one class of fusion rules for which the polynominal equations admit a very general solution,

namely, when there is only one representation on the right-hand side of every fusiu rule.

These are fusion rules for abelian group. Let us compute the tetrahedra for this class »f

fusion rules in the framework of FTFT.

For any two representation gt and gi, the fusion of these two representations gives jjg->

9i

It is an easy matter to write down a skein relation according to this fusion rule

= 0.

(5.1 (

(5.2)

By using this relation one can compute the modular matrix, giving the following result

(5.3)
So $ So,o -Vo.o

There also exists another relation which can also be proved from the fusion rulerq.(ft.l)

1
(5.J)



By using these two relations, eqs.(5.2) and (5,4) and the Feynman rules, we get the

following two equations

So,o \*

si

91

91

These two equations give a solution of the 6-j symbols and a consistency equation to

determine the (non-integral part) of the eonformal dimension

Si

91 9*9*
(5.6)

These results were obtained first in [13|*. Nevertheless we derived them in a different way

by using the ideas from FTFT. As suggested in jl] the marvelous hexagon and pentagon

equations, and other consistency conditions of RCFT, can be synthesized by saying that

such theories come from generally covariant (or topological) theories in three dimensions.

As we have proved explicitly in the last section this is true. On the other hand we would

like to say that the reverse is also true. From any RCFT one ran construct a consistent

FTFT. The Feynman rules for computing an arbitrary graph are identical with those for

topological CSW theory. By using the method of RCFT it would be possible to give a

proof of that different ways of computing the same graph give the same result.

As suggested in (13], a general programme of classifying RCFT may proceed as follows:

one begins with a fusion rule algebra JV*, set up the hexagon and pentagon poly nominal

* See [13) for further discussions.
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equations for the duality matrices (or tetrahedra or 6-j symbols) and took for solutions.

From the solutions to these equations one can then construct consistent conform ft! field

theories by imposing more conditions. The resulting con formal field theories will have the

fusion rule algebra that we started with. Nevertheless it is always very difficult to find

genereal solution to the hexagon and pentagon equations. Only for some simple fusion rule

algebras one can do this. Given the fact that RCFT and FTFT are related one would like

to compute the duality matrices (or tetrahedra) in the framework FTFT. As we showed

above this computation in FTFT can be really carried out for some simple fusion rule

algebras. If we know the values of the tetrahedra with the fundamental representation,

all the others can be computed inductively by fusing with the fundamental representation

as we described in section 3. In fact the calculation in section 3 is quite general. It

gives a general solution for a calss of fusion algebras, for which there are only one or

two representations on the right hand side, of every fusion rule. However we have not

found a systematic way of computing an arbitrary tetrahedron in FTFT, in particular the

tetrahedra with the fundamental represeutaiou.

Note added: after completing this work we received a set of lecture notes by Moore

and Seiberg (24) which overlap part of this work. We thank M. Yn for bringing their

work to our attention.
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Figure Captions

Fig.l Diagramatic derivation of eq.(le) from eqs.(lc) and (Id).

Fig.2 Other forms of tri-vertex can also be computed explicitly from eqs.(lc)-(le).

Fig.3 The twisting relations in FTFT.

Fig.4 A choice of a time slicing and a coloring for the computation of two linked Wilson

loops.

Fig.5 A relation which i* the special case of the generalized connected sum formula in [1-3|.

Fig.6 Another (skein) relation which was derived in [3|.

Fig." The graph which was used iu the proof of the Verlinde conjecture.

Fig.8 Another way of computing the graph shown in Fig.7. The computation is explained in

the lext.

Fig.9 A skein relation involving one 1/2 representation (the fundamental representation).

Fig. 10 A special case of Fig.9. The idea is that the pictures are identical outside of the dotted

lines, and look like Fig.9 inside them.

Fig.U A coloring of Fig.6. Here we have changed some labellings.

Fig.12 Fusing relation in FTFT. This relation is exactly the pentagon equation in RCFT.

Fig.13 A special case of eq.(4.1) for the computation of the coefficients Cr. The idea is that

the pictures are identical outside of the dotted lines, and look like eq.(4.1) inside them.

Fig,14 A special case of eq.(4.3) for the computation of the coefficients C"p.

Fig.15 Surgery on a single Wilson loop with a Iri-vertex attached. The Wilson loop with Hie

tri-vertex was drawn in dotted lines.

Fig.16 Visualization of the basis vector V'iCO- this vector is obtained by path integration on

a solid torus M (drawn in dotted lines) which is obtained by thickening the Wilson

loop.
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Fig.17 Eq.(4.9) can be viewed as a skein relation relating state vectors obtained by path

integration on different manifolds M and At'. Notice that the boundaries of the solid

tori M and M' are related by the modular transformation 5.

Fig.18 The pairing (^j<(fc),Si^j(fc)) is the expectation value of a graph in S1. Notice that S3

can be made by gluing two solid tori along their boundaries [1|.

Fig.19 The pairing (Tpy(k),ipj(k)) is the expectation value of a graph in S* x Sl. Notice also

that 5" x 5* can be made by gluing two solid tori along their boundaries (1].

Fig.20 A sketch of the computation of (Vy(fc),4'j[k)). The computation is explained in the

text.

Fig.21 The derivation of eq.(4.18). Here we use repeatedly the twisting relations shown in

Fig-3.
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